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Meditation: An Intimate Act 
Right now, for the next few moments, I am interested in talking about             

the act of sitting. That’s it. And for me, there is no way around it.               

Meditation is an intimate act. I have rarely heard it discussed in these             

terms. Still, it keeps showing up for me as an intimate act. Intimacy is              

defined in Webster’s Dictionary as “marked by a very close          

association, contact, or familiarity.” When I first walked into a          

meditation hall I was looking for peace. What I found was contact, and             

it was not peaceful. I was looking for something “spiritual.” What I            

found was contact, and it was not spiritual. I was looking for            

something to ease my pain. What I found was contact WITH that pain,             

and it was not easy. I quickly discovered this was not a soothing act,              

but one that brought me intimate association with all the things I had             

dissociated from so long ago. I immediately had a choice: either pay            

attention or not. I could choose contact with my         

breath/body/mind/stimuli and its embodied nightmares, or not. It        

was as simple, and as vulnerable, as that. The choice continues to be             

this simple for me, up to this very morning’s meditation. 

When I choose to sit still, quiet, unmoving…my body is vulnerable,           

biologically and evolutionarily speaking. Millions of years of violence         

and predation have taught us that when we squat, whether to shit or to              

meditate, we are exposed. There is no guarantee when I shit, or when I              

sit, of safety or comfort. Yet still I do it. My guard is down, my gaze is                 

down, my sympathetic nervous system is dialed down and my          

parasympathetic system takes over. (This is why our stomachs churn          

and growl, why we burp, and why we fart during meditation. Our body             

has decided we don’t need blood supply shunted to our muscles to            

quickly run away from certain doom. So it sends blood to our digestive             

system instead.) When I sit I am, physically speaking, the perfect prey.            

The very simple physical act of sitting still, the choice to stay still and              

quiet, the choice to direct my attention solely to the breath is a             

biological act of bravery and vulnerability, every single time. This was           
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my first contact, my fist act of intimacy. I made contact with            

vulnerability. 

On some level that initial sitting down, whether solitary or in a group,             

becomes an act of trust. It can be trust in the environment, trust in the               

facilitator, even trust in myself and my practice. I may trust that no             

predator will leap out from his hiding place; that no teacher will allow             

my violation while I stay vulnerable; that regardless of what is going            

on around me or inside me, I will make the right choice between             

stillness and movement should the decision become necessary. There         

is no intimacy, close association, without this trust (or at least the            

illusion of it.) So when I sit, I extend that trust to others, to myself, to                

my practice. And I make contact with fear, and then I make contact             

with trust. 

Once the sitting still is accomplished, the bodily sensations arise. I           

make the choice to allow myself contact with these sensations.          

Although it sounds elementary, this is no easy task. I am sure that I              

once experienced bodily sensation freely, as a child, before bodily          

dissociation during abuse was the only option for psychological (and          

perhaps physical) survival. But now, slowly, with each session of          

sitting I have been able to reconnect to my body in a way that does not                

evoke hatred, shame, self injurious behavior. I have let myself be           

vulnerable, let myself trust, and so then I am able to feel the sensation              

of clothing on certain areas of my skin without screaming. I am able to              

feel itches, tension, and pain in areas of my body that would have once              

caused violent self harming. The pulling away from these sensations          

still exists, but I am able to feel THAT in my body as well, long before                

they transition to sudden or violent reaction. Each session of sitting,           

although to different degrees, allows me safe contact, close         

association, familiarity with the bodily manifestations of being a         

human, a human struggling with PTSD. I am intimate, familiar now,           

with the havoc that still reverberates in my body after the abuse.            

Sitting does not make it less painful; sitting cannot erase the felt sense             

of the abuse that still arises. But, it does allow for safe contact, a full               

experience of that pain, rather than the habit of dissociation from it. 
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For me, intimacy, contact, the ability to notice and fully experience the            

detail—that is what is happening when I sit. Does it extend beyond the             

cushion, yes sometimes it does. Is contact always easy or pretty or nice             

or comfortable, no it is not. But, I am interested in contact, not             

comfort. Contact first and foremost. What that contact looks like          

cannot be the goal, but the contact itself must be. The very act of              

intimacy that happens regularly during my meditation, the ACT of          

contact itself, that opportunity for familiarity with this 5’ 4” carcass,           

that is my goal. Reclaiming an intimate familiarity for a brief moment,            

that was taken so long ago. What happens when I get up, when I stop               

sitting? I like to think perhaps the ability to allow contact with the rest              

of the details of my life. I would like to think that all of the time spent                 

on the cushion allowing myself intimacy with the good, bad, and the            

ugly that shows up somehow makes it easier to allow similar contact in             

my daily life. I would like to think that the ability to allow intimacy              

that I am practicing while meditating just might extend itself beyond           

that brief practice. I think, maybe, just maybe, it is. 

So I will sit. I will practice allowing contact with whatever shows up.             

And then, I will get up and go live my life, grateful to have had the                

opportunity to rediscover and cultivate intimacy with that very life.          

That is, for me, where it must start. Beyond that…I will just have to              

wait and see. 

* 

Sensitive to the Whole 

I am reconnected to my body 

In a way I must have been 

When I was seven 

Before eight years old 

Hands turned cold 

And I became frozen 

Backed in a corner 

Of myself 
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For survival 

One by one pulled out 

The cords that connected 

Neurons to nerves 

But now the stillness 

The waiting and watching 

The safety of silence 

Has allowed a re-wiring 

A warm humming of the living 

That carries me out of that corner 

—April Michelle Dean 
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